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Searching Rule Statements
S.L. Rosenbaum
Purpose
When a user wishes to provide a special searching technique
for finding segm~nts in the file system hierarchy, he
takes the follow1ng steps:
1.

constructs searching rule statements in the language
recognized by the Search Module

2.

stores searching rule statements in segments

3.

tells the Search Module which segments to use for
searching (sets the sys tern opt ion 11 search" )

This paper describes the syntax and vocabulary of the
language for constructing searching rules.
Usaae
A searching_rule statement consists of one of the keyv'JOrds
which this paper defines followed by any relevant arguments.
One or more blanks separate the keyword from its arguments
and the arguments from each other; a semi-colon separates
consecutive searching rule statements~ i.e.~
keyword1 arg11 arg12; keyword2; ...
The user can insert extra horizontal and vertical spacing
characters to increase readability. Parentheses must
enclose an argument which is a list of more than one element.
The user can label any searching rule statement by preceding
its key'v,Jord vdth a character string follovved by a colon.
The character string is the label of the statement, i.e.,
labe11 :keyword1 arg11 arg12; labe12:keyword2; ...
Special

character~

The Search Module attaches a special meaning to some graphic
characters in specific contexts. This special interpretation
is built into the Search Module's scanning mechanism and
in general follows the conventions established by section
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BX.8.00-- 11 0verview of File System Commands"~ and the conventions
of sect ion BX. 1 . 00-- 11 The t•1u 1tics Command Language" •
Throughout this section a special interpretation of a
character is described when contextually meaningful.
A summary of the special interpretations appears in Appendix
I! at the end of this section.
The "special" characters used in common \rlith the file
system commands are:
1.

the asterisk--

2.

the period--

3.

the 11 .greater than 11 - - >

4.

the

11

'"~~

.

less than 11 - - <

In common with the Shell 1 the Search Module uses:
1.

the horizontal space-- <sp>

2.

the semi-colon-- ;

3.

the colon--:

4.

pairs of parentheses-- ( and )

5.

pairs of braces--

o.

,..

the per cent sign--

7.

the nevJ line-- <NL>

{and}
OJtO

Changing the data base of special characters (section
BX.2.01) affects both the Shell and the Search Module.
In genera1 1 the Search Module processes searching rule
statements sequentially~ ignoring user inserted comments.
A comment is a statement beginning vJith the keyvJord 11 C 11
i.e.
1

1

c This is a comnent;
Processina failures
A processing failure results when the Search Module cannot
successfully process a searching rule statement. Some
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causes for processing failure are:
1.

an unrecognizable kewJord

2.

the wrong number of arguments for a keyword

3.

the inability to perform the operations indicated
by a keyword

The discussion for each keyword includes a description
of the specific circumstances which can cause the keyvJord 's
processing failure. The procedure follovJed in the event
of a processing failure depends upon the specific processing
fa i 1ure and the stat us of the sys tern opt ions "brief" and
"go_ahead". (See BX.12.00 for a discussion of options.)
When a proces?ing failure occurs the Search Module terminates
the processing of the searching rule statement at fault.
It puts messages in the user's output stream and in his
error segment 1 errout 1 which describe the reason for termination.
If the "brief" option is off a detailed message is put
in the output stream; if 11 brief" is on an abbreviated
form of the message is used. (Appendix III at the end
of this section lists the error codes and their related
messages which can be sent to the user.) The Search Module
then checks the setting of the •• go_ahead" opt ion to see
if it should return to its caller or resume processing.
\hJhen the "go_ahead 1 option is "off11 the Search f-..1odule
signals to its caller with an error code which indicates
the reason for the processing fa i 1u re. If the 11 go_ahead 1
opt ion is 11 on•• 1 the Search Modu 1e resumes processing \'l}i th
the next statement after the one at fault.
1

1

1

Escaoe character
The Search Module's escape character normally is the per cent
sign "%". \tJhen the user wants to use a graphic character
in a context which ordinarily has a special meaning to
the Search Module~ he precedes the character in question
with the escape character. For example he v1ants to use
the colon, which normally terminates a label, as part
of a label. For example,
1

labe 11%:: keyword1;
defines the character string 11 label1 :" as the label of
the searching rule statement.
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name~

Some keywords take path names as arguments. (See section
BX.B.OO for a discussion of path names.) The Search Module
interprets path name arguments according to the following
rules:
1.

{root J represents the root directory.

2.

an absolute oath name is a path name relative to the
root directory and begins \IIlith the character ''>" or
one of the special character strings enclosed by
braces which represents an absolute path name
(see 3. 1 4. 1 5. 1 and 6.).

3.

{v,.tdirJ represents the absolute path name of the current
vJ.orking directory.

4.

{pdir} represents the absolute path name of the current
process directory.

5.

{1dirJ represents the absolute path nam.e of the current
system library directory.

6.

{cdirj represents the absolute path name of the calling
directory 1 i.e. 1 the directory of the procedure which
wants the segment being sought.

7.

all other path names are interpreh~d relative to the
current working directory.

For exam;:>le
a

1

>

b

represents the path name ''a > b'' relative to the current
working directory.
It can also be represented by:
{wdirJ > a > b
direct. aetmatch
\'lhen the user \iiJants to specify a particular sequence of
directories for the Search Module to search~ he uses the
keyvJord "direct". This ·keyvvord takes t\rJo arguments.
The first is an ordered list of directory path names to
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search; the second is a list of searching rule statements
to process if, and only if, the name is found in a directory.
Thus,
direct directlist actionlist;
.means
Search directories in directlist for the name sought, and
only 1.1\lhen it is found, do actionl ist. 1'

11

For example, the searching rule statement:
direct ( >a >b >c) getmatch;
searches dire~tories >a, >b, and >c, in that order, for
the name sought.
The parentheses indicate that 11 >a", 11 >b" and 11 >c 1' comprise
the list of elements for the directlist araument where
elements are separated from one another by-blanks. In
the above example, parentheses enclosing the actionlist
argument are optional since the list consists of only
one element, "getmatch 11 •
When a matching name is found in one of the directories
searched., "getmatch" directs the Search tJ\odule to return
to its caller with a path name comprised of the path name
of the directory containing the matching name concatenated
with the matching name. For example., if the Search Module
seeks and finds the name 11 alpha 11 in directory ">a11 , it
returns the path name 11 >a> alpha".
The user must specify the directories to search; the Search
i'-iodule assumes 11 getmatch 11 as the default action if the
user does not specify any statements to process when a
match is found. Notice that the Search Module interprets
the statement
direct getmatch;
as a request to search the directory relative to the current
working directory by the name of "getmatch 11 ., i.e., directory
11 {~rJd i r]
> getma tch" .
Although the search specified by "direct" may not yield
a matching name, only an incorrect form for the directlist
argument can cause "directs'''s processing failure. A
failure exists if:
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1.

an element of directlist does not represent the path
name of a directory.

2.

an element of directlist does represent a directory
path name but the user does not have access to read
the directory.

In the event of.a processing failure~ the Search Module
leaves a message both in the user"s error file and in
his output stream. If the 11 go_ahead 11 option is 11 off 11
the Search Module signals its caller with the error code
signaling that a processing failure occured. If the 11 go_ahead11
option is 11 on 11 ~ the Search !'v1odule goes to the next sequential
searching rule statement following the 11 direct 11 statement
at fault. A processing failure occurs for 11 getmatch 11
if no matching name is found by the time the Search Module
processes 11 getmatch 11 •
name. name not
When the user wants to specify restrictions to the Search
Module with respect to the name being sought~ he can use
the 11 name 11 and 11 name_not 11 keywords. .These keyvJords require
two arguments; the first is a 1 ist of symbolic entry names
with which to compare the name being sought (see section
BX.B.OO for a discussion of entry names); the second is
a list of searching rule statements. Thus~
name namelist actionlist;
means
Do act:tonlist only if the name sought is in namelist;
otherwise go to the next searching rule statement. 11

11

and
name_not namelist actionlist;
means
Do actionl ist only if the name sought is not in namel ist;
othen-.Jise,· go to the next searching rule statement. 11

11

ndirect (>a >b >c) 11 can be written as:
name -.·...:,
direct (>a >b >c);
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where 11 ~b'>11 means "any name". (See section BX.S.OO for
a complete discussion on the use of "~'('' 's in entry names.)
The searching rule statement
name (*.pl *.epl)
direct >a>pl;
searches the directory ">a>pl'' only if the secondary component
of the name being sought is either "pl" or "epl".
(Note: The conventions of section BX.S.OO define ""i•''
as 11 a single component of an entry name" and 11 ~b"'' as 11 any
number of components" . Hence, ""i: .X11 means a tlf.JO component
name whose seGond component is "X"; 11 ~·--·.-.xn means the last
component of any name is "X". The '' ." character separates
the graphic components of an entry name.)
"name" and 11 name not" have no special processing failures.
The searching rule statement
name_not ( ~'(. p 1 ,._.. ep 1 )
direct >a>pl.not;
searches the directory 11 >a>pl.not" only if the secondary
component of the name being sought is neither "pl" nor
" ep 1" •
The follm'\/ing example illustrates holf.J restrictions may
be nested.
name (x.* y.* z.*)
(name *.pl direct >a>pl;
name *.epl direct >a>epl);
The single statement above could also be expressed as
the pair of statements:
name (x.pl y.pl z.pl)
direct >a>pl;
name (x.epl y.epl z.epl)
direct >a>epl;
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caller. caller not. rina. ring not
At times the user may want a statement's processing to
depend upon the caller of the name for which a segment
is sought. He can establish this type of restriction
with the "caller" 1 11 caller_not" 1 11 ring 11 and 11 ring_not"
keywords. The first pair refer to the name of the caller
and the second pair refer to the ring number of the caller.
These keyword statements take the same form as the "name"
and 11 name_not" s ta temen ts.
caller callerlist actionlist;
takes the meaning:
Do actionlist if the name sought is wanted by a
procedure whose name is in ca 11 er 1 is t . 11

11

caller_not callerlist actionlist;
means
"Do actionl ist only if the name sought is vJanted by a
procedure \JIJhose name is not in callerlist."
ring rinalist actionlist;
means
"Do actionl ist only if the name sought is ,,vanted by
a procedure which res ides in a ring vJhose number is in
rinal ist."
and
ring_not rinalist actionlist:
means
"Do actionl ist only if the name souaht is vJanted by a
procedure ':Jhich resides in a ring whose number is not
' rwa~.
'
l •
II
1n
J~

For example:
caller x direct {cdir};
indicates that a procedure named "x" wants its procedures
from the same directory in vJh ich 11 xr! res ides. (Reminder:
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The

r in g_n o t ( 3 4 5 )
direct

{J d i r) ;

searches the user's current system library if the procedure
seeking the name is not in rings 3, 4, or 5.
Neither "caller" nor ''caller_not'' have processing failures
other than insufficient arguments. The processing failure
for ''ring" and "ring_not" is an unrecognizable ring nufTlber.
aetseg
If the user knows the location, i.e., path name, of the
seament he wants to use, he can specify it directly with
the "getseg" keyvJOrd. For example, the searching rule
statement:
name sort.*

get~eg

>sort.radix;

uses the scgr11ent ">sort.radix" if the primary component
of the name sou~ht is "sort" . The Search f·1odu 1e returns
to its caller vJlth the path name ">sort.radix". "getseg"
requires as its argument the path name of the segment
to be used. The om iss ion of this argument is '' getseg" 's
processing failure.
return
When the user decides that further searching is in vain,
he says:
return;
The "return" statement causes the Search fbdu 1e to retu i~n
to its caller witho~t a path name, i.e., with a null path
name.

tihen the us;2r vJants to interrupt sequent ia 1 processing
by transferring to a searching rule statement, he uses
the ''go" statement. It has the gsneral form:

and means
''Trans·~er

search control to a statement labelled label
residing in the segment \rJi th the path name oath name."
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Upon encountering a 11 go'' statement., the Search !Vlodule
gets the segment located by pathname and., starting at
the beginning of that segment., looks for the first statement
labelled label.

For example., the statement:
name sort. ·k
go nogot >b;
transfers to the first statement labelled "nogot" residing
in the segment \\lith the path name ">b" when the primary
name sought is "sort". A processing failure occurs if
either the Search Module cannot get or cannot read the
segment indicated by the path name. In the above example.,
a processing failure occurs if: 1) a segment with the
absolute path name ">b" does not exist., 2) it does exist
but the user does not have read access to it or 3) the
Search Module cannot find any statement in the segment
which is labelled "nogot". If the user omits the path
name., the Search Module assumes that the labelled statement
resides in the segment currently being processed. In
addition., the omission of the path name indicates that
the labelled statement appears in the segment after the
"go" statement., i.e . ., the Search fvlodule looks for the
first statement labelled label after the "go" statement
which resides in the same segment as the "go" statement.
The user must be very careful to avoid creating infinite
loops with the "go" statement. Assume that a certain
segment starts with the following sequence
statement1:

go statement1;

statement1:
The omission of a path name in the "go" statement causes
the Search Module tp begin looking for the statement labelled
"statement1'' after the ''go" statement and., hence., the
Search fv1odule ignores the fact that the ''go" statement
itself has the label desired. On the other hand., assume
a certain pathological segment has the path name ">path1 11
and starts with the sequence:
statement1:
statement1:

go statement1 >path1;
•

•

.

• J

In this case the "go" s ta temen t causes the Search r-iodu 1e
to start looking for the labelled statement at the beginning
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of the segment ">path1 11 • The result is an infinite loop
around the first statement of the segment ">path1".
In general, it is advisable to keep all labels unique
within a single segment.
default
The user can switch to the standard searching rule statements
which would have been processed if the search option had
been 11 off'' . The statement:
default;
causes the Search Module to terminate its current processing,
obtain the standard searching rule statements and process
them. See section BD.4.01 for a description of the standard
searching rule statements. No processing failure exists
for the "defau 1t'' s ta temen t.
rename
The user can direct the Search Module to look for a name
different from the name for which the Seach Module was
called. The statement:
rename dummy
directs the Search Module to search for a segment named
"dummy" instead of the segment name for which it had been
searching. The statement:
name (sort.* graph.*)
rename

dummy.~··;

directs the Search Module to search for a segment with
the name with the primary component "dummy11 whenever it
had been seeking a segment for the name with the primary
component 11 sort'' or "graph" .
A "rename" is in effect unt i 1 the Search ~~1odu le encounters
another "rename 11 and only operates on the name the Search
Module is seeking at the current time. For example, in
the sequence:
name (sort.* graph.*)
rename dummy.-;,;
name sort.epl default;
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the second "name" statement is superfluous and its actionl ist
never gets processed--if the Search Module originally
had been looking for a segment named "sort.ep1"# by the
time the Search f'l\odule processes the second nnamen statement
it is seeking a segment named ''dumrny.epl".
listen. endlisten
If the user wants to give the Search Module some instructions
during its actual operation rather than presetting all
his directions, he uses the keyv1ord "1 isten''. This statement
puts the user in the Search Module"s listenina mode, an
operational mode from which the user can submit searching
rule statements for immediate processing. When the Search
Module encounters
listen;
it prints out a message informing the user that he should
submit a statement for the Search Module to process.
For example, the sequence:
name sort.* (listen; default);
direct >a;
puts the user into the listening mode when the primary
name sought is "sort". After being notified that he is
in the listening mode, the user can proceed to obtain
information (by calling Search Module procedures as explained
later in this section) concerning a processing failure,
perform a search, create a suitable segment, try a searching
rule statement, etc .• The user inputs a statement or
sequence of statements, terminated by the break character
(normally the <NL> character). After recognizing the
break character, the Search Module performs the indicated
actions, notifying the user if an action cannot be processed
or completed and returns to the listenina mode for further
instructions upon processing competion o~ failure. A
successfully executed "go'', "getseg", "getmatch", "default"
or ''return" statement automatically removes the user from
the 1 istening mode, and, except for the ''go" and "default"
statement, returns the user to the Search Module's caller.
If the user wishes to return to his pre-set searching
rule statements, he types
encllisten;
and the Search Hodu le resumes processing vli th the keyv1ord
statement iml!lediately follovJing the 11 1 isten' 1 statement.
(In the previous example~ the Search Module resumes processing
VJith "default", svvitching to the cefault searching rule
statements.)
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When the user has declared himself to be incommunicade
by setting the "no_questions 11 option "on" (see BX.12.00.
"Options'')., the Search Ivlodule treats the 11 1 isten" searching
rule statement as an error 1 i.e. 1 the inability of the
Search t•1odule to interact v1ith the user is 1' 1 isten" 's
processing failure. (Note: "Endl isten" has no meaning
outside the listening mode.)
In the above examp1e 1 if both the "no_questions" option
and the "go_ahead" option are "on 11 1 the Search r'1odule
processes the "direct'' statement.
ca 11
When the user wants to execute a system routine or private
procedure, he uses the keyword ''call". "call'' takes as
its argument a character string which is enclosed by a
quoting character and which is to be passed to the Shell
for interpretation as a command sequence. For example~
assume there is a procedure named 11 a 1pha': 1r1h ich takes
t\rJo arguments: a directory path name and an integer.
The searching rule statement:
·
call /alpha >a>b 4/;
invokes the procedure ''a 1pha!: v.Ji th 11 >a>b 11 and "4'' as arguments
where the slash character functions as the quoting character.
(Any character not occurring within the character string
may be used as the quoting character.)
If he v1an ts to usE. the path name of the directory 1as t
search,::;d as an argument instead of ''>a>b' 1 , he uses the
value of the Search Hodule procedure "srndirect': and says:
call /alpha {smdirect} 4/;
The other Search Nodule procedure values are:
{smname}

- the symbolic name for 1r1hich -the Search r:\odule
was called to search

{:>mrenameJ - the s ymbo 1 ic name for ,,,,h ich the Search
Module is currently searching
(srtlmatchJ

- the directory path name in which the name
sought· v.Jas 1as t found by searching. {smmatch}
. a nu 11 c harac~er
..
.. .
. ... no ma~cn
.. .
s~r1ng,
1r
1s
has been found.

{sml abe 1j

- the label attached to the last processed
labelled statement.
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When the Shell encounters the above procedure values,
it calls the respective Search Module procedure as an
immediate-value command (section BX.1 .00).
error
If the user has set the '' go_ahead'' opt ion ''on'' and wants
to supply an error procedure for a statement which may
fail, e.g., the labelled statement for a "go" does not
exist" he uses the 11 error" statement vJh ich takes the form:
error actionl ist;
where actionl ist is the list of statements processed only
if the previous statement resulted in a processing failure.
For example,
direct >a go Xj
error returnj
directs the Search il'lodule to return to its caller if ">a''
is not a path name of a directory to which the user has
read access. In this example, "error" applies to the
11 direct"
statement and not the 11 go" . On the other hand,
the sequence:
direct >a (go Xjerror return)j
directs the Searc~ Module to return to its caller if the
"gd' statement fails, i.e., no statement labelled "x"
appear,s in the same file as and after the "go" statement.
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APPENDIX I - Keywords

keyword

arguments

processing failure for
keyword

ca 11

command] ist

error return from Shell

caller

ca 11 er 1 is t action] ist

none

caller_not

callerlist actionlist

none

default
direct

none
direct 1 ist actionlist

endlisten
error

none
actionl:tst

get match

none

none
directlist incorrect
not in

11

1 is ten" mode

none
no matching name found

getseg

path name

no accessible segment for
path name

go

]abel path name

no accessible statement
for label

listen

none

no_ques t ions opt ion is

name

pamelist actionlist

none

name_not

pamel ist actionl ist

none

rename

name

none

return

none

none

ring

rinal ist actionlist

rinalist incorrect

rina_,_not

rinalist action] ist

ringlist incorrect

11

on 11
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APPENDIX II -Special Character Set

graphic

interpretation

comments

<sp>

separates arguments

,

.

3

separates searching rule
statements

need not be followed by
a <sp>

ends a statement label
( and )

begins and ends a
respectively

<NL>

ends a request

0)

ro

II

list~

on 1y in

11

1 5.s ten' 1 m-:lde

escape character
va 1ue of function

11

char''

one component of a
segment narne

only in path names or
sent to the Shell
only where segment name
a 11 ovJed

any number of components
of a segment name

II

separates name components

II

<

one level superior

>

one level inferior

Appendix III to be specified later

only where path names
a 11 ovJed
I!

